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What is Green Banking?

CAPACITY
BUILDING

• 2015 – 2018
• Scholarship programme
• Seminars & e-learning

TOPIC:
FINANCING

PARTNER
COUNTRIES
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•
•
•
•
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• Renewable energy (RE)
• Energy efficiency (EE)

India
Indonesia
Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam
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Green Banking Project Partners & Supporter
 RENAC is a Berlin-based training and capacity building
specialist for renewable energy and energy efficiency
 Trainings, master degrees, capacity building and consulting
 Association of Development Financing Institutions in Asia
and the Pacific (ADFIAP) based in Manila / Philippines
 Focal point of all development banks and other financial
institutions engaged in the financing of development in the
Asia-Pacific region
 102 member-institutions in 41 countries
 The Green Banking project is funded by the German
International Climate Initiative (IKI)
www.renac.de
 with support of the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear
Safety (BMUB)
Sources: www.adfiap.org, www.international-climate-initiative.com
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Why Green Banking?

Our objective:
 Increase the availability and use of financing instruments for
RE and EE projects
 Increase willingness of financial institutions to get involved in
RE and EE finance
 Facilitate accessibility to global climate finance options

Your opportunity:
 Benefit from new business opportunities in the growing green
markets of your country

 Exchange experiences with experts from Germany
www.renac.de

 Contribute to climate change mitigation
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What does Green Banking (GB) offer?

Online trainings
Trainings in India, Indonesia,
Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam
Delegation tours & B2B meetings in
Germany
“Green Finance Specialist” degree
www.renac.de

Train-the-Trainer Seminars at
RENAC‘s Training Centre in Berlin
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Main findings of the first GB trainings-cycle

 Initiation of “bankable” support policies for RE and EE are key for
the creation of a market
 Financial institutions have yet to develop:
 “System trust” in national support policy frameworks

 Trust into longevity of RE and EE technologies and processes

 Understanding and implementation of Project Finance technique is
not well-established in financial institutions in Green Banking target
countries (except in IN)
 Access to long-term funding at reasonable refinancing costs is
www.renac.de
important
 Development banks such as ADB and KfW are involved in
landmark transactions to help unlocking the markets (e.g. VN, PH)
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